
 

 
 



Two Weeks in Port Cogolin 
 
Day One – Saturday 8th July 2006 
 
This holiday began differently to our normal holidays. Our first stop was Stanton Manor (in the village 
of Stanton St Quinton and close to Bath just off the M4) to go to the wedding of two of our mini 
friends – Jane and Stuart, the organisers of the Bonette or Bust trip last year. We arrived at Stanton 
Manor at about 3 in the afternoon to find that the wedding ceremony and breakfast, as well as the 
evening reception were being held at the Manor. Drinkypoos and photographs were taking place in 
the garden but as we arrived, Stuart (better known as Wigley in mini circles) recognised the 
distinctive noise of the power steering pump of a mini and rushed out to act as our parking attendant!, 
We were duly shepherded to the end of a row of resplendent minis, which I have to say make 
excellent wedding cars. We gave the groom our best wishes, photographed him and left him to return 
to his wedding party. 
 
After checking in, we explored the little village of Stanton St Quinton looking for refreshment but in 
truth it was indeed little and revealed no tea shop. I have recently installed Tomtom satellite 
navigation onto my PDA and have found it very user friendly – after all it got us to Stanton Manor! 
Here was the chance to give it another test as we challenged it to find us the nearest MacDonald 
Drive in. Ten minutes later we were tucking into a Big Mac each, laughing while thinking of some 
other friends at the wedding Natalie and Andy (paa100) – basically paa100’s distaste for 
MacDonald’s is so acute that he comes out in a rash if he even smells one! Anyway we survived the 
ordeal – this time! Mind you I think Peanut was tiring of my lunchtime conversation, which perhaps 
went on over long about how wonderful Tomtom was! 
 
A little after seven, we emerged from our room to join the 
evening wedding reception. The bride looked - as all brides 
should look - beautiful and stunning. Her dress was my idea 
of the classic wedding dress- low cut and off the shoulder, 
tight down to the slimmest of waists and then flowing to the 
floor. Jane looked lovely, so naturally I told her she did and 
promptly congratulated Wigley on joining the growing band 
of mini owners who had bagged a bride far too good looking 
for them! 
 
The rest of the evening carried on in the way of all weddings 
– the bride and groom’s first dance (torture for Wigley), 
followed by a buffet, some dancing and lots of chattering. It 
was good to catch up with other mini friends on our table, 
including Spaci – a fellow Bonetteer from Switzerland, whom 
we nearly didn’t recognise disguised as he was in a suit!  All 
too soon the evening ended and we said our goodbyes as 
next day we were up very early and dashing to Dover. (Ady) 
 
 

Day Two – Sunday 9th July 2006 
 
Sunday began with an early start which saw us out of bed a little before 7 am. The men on the front 
desk kindly sorted us out some toast and cornflakes and even let us use his computer on reception to 
access the internet. We really appreciated this as it allowed us to take part in a daily general 
knowledge quiz on the Newminiseverns web site. 10 multiple choice questions and in a tie quickest 
time scores higher. We were away a little after 8 and immediately saw that Tomtom predicted our 
arrival in the port of Dover at 10.40. This was going to be fun as our ferry sailed at 10.40! With our 
foot to the floor we made good time and had no hold ups and checked in for the ferry at 10.20. We 



just made it and were the last car allowed on the ferry. We actually saw two cars arrive 5 minutes 
after us and these were not allowed on the ferry, which we thought harsh as the ferry was still 
loading, but I suppose they have to draw a line somewhere to keep the ferry departure on time. 
 
Peanut had put some sensible planning into this leg of our trip and realising that we only arrived on 
French soil at 12.40 had made our overnight stop quite a way north of Dijon, close to Troyes at a 
place called Foucheres. Tomtom had major European routes installed and got us into Foucheres and 
a local map supplied from our hosts’ website got us the rest of the way. We checked in around 4 30 
ish to discover we had a lovely attic room and a very welcoming couple as hosts. They had a 
beautiful large back garden and we had a refreshing cold drink there.  
 
Madame told us where we could get a take 
away pizza if we wanted to watch the football 
in our room with a bottle of wine. They were 
off to some friends of theirs to watch the 
football. We elected to do this but thought we 
would have a little explore too so we headed 
off towards the pizza place in Bar-sur-Seine. 
As we got there a street market/boot sale 
was just winding down and we wandered 
through this enjoying the snapshot of French 
rural life. The pizza place opened at 7 so we 
still had plenty of time for a wander. As we 
came to the river we found this old electricity 
generating station straddling the river. At one 
time it had an old factory of some sort on top 
of it, which was now unused and in serious 
disrepair – a skeleton – although the generators were still whirring away beneath it. 
 
The young ones in the town were out and about in their motors in their football shirts tooting their 
horns and cheering as they raced through town and we even saw two brave young girls parading 
around with Italy scarves!  Anyway, after collecting our pizza we rushed back to our room and settled 
down to watch the game that the whole of France was watching. A great start for France as Zidane 
scored from the penalty spot with a dramatic lob that went in off the bar! Sadly though the joy was 
short lived as Italy equalised and Zidane got himself sent off after head butting an Italian player who 
insulted his mother! I cannot understand how a player of Zidane’s class and experience allowed 
himself to be baited like that. He should have kept his temper, ensured France won the cup and then 
after the game he could have dealt with the Italian! All downhill from there for France; they played on 
valiantly to the end of extra time – in fact they were the better team - and then lost 5-3 on penalties as 
the Italians scored every time. Ah well, the end of just another day in France. (Ady) 
 
 

Day Three – Monday 10th July 2006 
 
Madame put on a fine French breakfast and even had the wireless laptop switched on and ready to 
go at the breakfast table, thus allowing us to once again participate in the daily quiz on the 
Newminiseverns web site. Not our most inspired day though – 8 out of 10. 
 
We said our goodbyes and were on the road for 9.30. Good old Tomtom was duly set up and was a 
great help even though we know the way. It constantly tells you your E.T.A. and how many miles to 
go, which helps you judge your progress. The motorways were much busier on a weekday than when 
we usually travel on a Saturday or Sunday but nonetheless we still made good time. 
 
Finally we came to our motorway exit and a final 20 mile drive through the mountains to our 
apartment. Tomtom had routed us through La Garde Freinet and Grimaud and who was I to argue! 



Yes 20 miles of perfect “Mini Run” roads of twisties and hairpins. What a fantastic way to arrive at our 
destination and the way it gets us there we only have 500 yards to travel along the very busy N98 
main route to and from St Tropez. 
 
When we finally arrived we were greeted with an abandoned untaxed Citroen AX in our parking bay. 
This did not make me a happy bunny. Anyway as luck would have it the passenger door had been 
left open so we pushed it out of our bay and left it in the middle of the aisle in the underground car 
park! Have to say this left us feeling a bit uneasy, but within an hour security had shifted the car 
completely – problem solved. We decided though to fit a chain across our bay so that it cannot be 
used when we are not there as it is annoying when you can’t use your space when you arrive after a 
long trip. So many of the others have now fitted garage doors that we would have this problem more 
and more in the future if we didn’t fit a chain. 
 
Anyway, the manic hour ensued, where we brushed the patio, put the outside furniture on it, 
unpacked and turn the little place into a home. A quick shower and then we popped down to Baou 
Baou for a drink. 
Revived we went to Geant for provisions. Blimey that place was heaving! We are not usually here in 
high season but that place was manic. L’Eclerc in Cogolin is definitely a better option and we made a 
mental note to try there next time. 
 
As we unpacked we read the comments some friends who had stayed a few weeks before had put in 
our little visitor’s book. Funnily enough Colin recommended L’Eclerc as well! However, he went on to 
recommend the restaurants in Gassin and in so doing described Vegas below the apartment as 
“lousy”! 
We thought this a bit harsh on Monsieur Vega as he doesn’t pretend to be anything he isn’t and he is 
very handy. Anyway, this dictated where we went for dinner and the day ended with a lovely lasagne 
in Vegas. (Ady) 
 
Day Four – Tuesday 11th July 2006 
 
Tuesday is market day in St Tropez, so quarter past nine saw us on the quay opposite our apartment 
to board La Pouncho. We always enjoy taking a short boat ride across the Gulf of St Tropez to reach 
the famous town. 
 
In St Tropez we meandered through the shops heading to the market which spills over the boules 
pitch at Place des Lices. The place was absolutely teeming with people and it was a battle to 
progress along the narrow aisles and after half an hour or so we gave up and decided to window 
shop in the chic boutiques along rue Gambetta and rue Francois Sibilli.  Generally, we do not have 
the mind set that allows us to spend the money that the designer clothing costs but once in a while an 
odd thing might leap out at us and so it was that before the morning was through I was the proud 
owner of a Prada belt, which not only looked the part but was practical too as before I bought it, I 
checked that it stopped my trousers from falling down! 
 
La Pouncho brought us back home for half twelve and while Peanut made lunch, I hung a couple of 
pictures on one of the walls of the apartment. These were photographs I had taken in St Tropez, one 
of some yachts in the port and one of three arches that can be found straddling rue Misericorde, off 
rue Gambetta and by the side of the Chapelle de la Misericorde. Similar black and white pictures in 
the local furniture shops were very expensive, so we were both rather pleased with these pictures. 
 
After lunch we went to the beach at L’Escalet. We enjoy all of the beaches; Cogolin Plage is good 
because it is very close and the flat shallow sand in the water is good for playing games in, Plage de 
Pampelonne is fun for people watching no matter which part you go on and Gigaro is similar to 
Cogolin Plage but more picturesque. L’Escalet though is our favourite. It is smaller than the others – 
a little cove that reminds me more of so many of the beaches in Majorca – and the sea is crystal 
clear. The sand is stonier underfoot than some beaches and the water gets deep quickly but it is just 



so pretty and the two mobile food and drink cabins there do a fine job of feeding you with hamburgers 
and chips! 
 
By the time we got home, we had had a tiring day so a simple barbecue on our terrasse and a read 
was our evening entertainment. 
 
Dan Browne’s Angels and Demons is my current read. A ripping good yarn it is, but the chap is a 
lecturer in creative writing and his books are very formulaic. No bad thing in itself, as the book 
whizzes along at pace and no opportunity to crank up the tension is missed. However, it reminds me 
of my interest in photography. I go out, take a picture come back and edit it using Photoshop on my 
computer. I’ll fix the lighting, sharpen the image, maybe make it black and white for effect, give it a 
fancy frame to emphasise its importance and feel delighted with the result. The truth is though, I have 
turned an average photograph into something much better. In a similar way, I feel that Dan Browne 
using every trick known to a lecturer in creative writing to turn an average piece of fiction into 
something better. I don’t know why but James Joyce’s Ulysses came into my mind. It is a very long 
book and hard going at times (perhaps he would have benefited from attending a Dan Browne 
lecture) but if you get past that it is fine writing. Angels and Demons for me, lacks this quality. Of 
course I realise that it is unfair to draw comparison between the two - silly even – but with all the hype 
that his books get, then perhaps he should be measured against past literary greats. Anyway this is 
our holiday diary, so back to the barbecue. 

 
The menu was chicken, sausages, pork 
kebabs with rice and a side salad, 
followed by some lovely cakes from the 
boulangerie just past Port Grimaud and 
damned good it was too! I have to say 
that having a barbecue on our terrasse, 
looking down at the comings and goings 
of the boats in the little port below us, is 
one of those wonderful simple pleasures 
that I never tire of. It is simply “the way of 
things” and not a bad way to live at that. 
Content with that thought, no doubt 
polarised by a glass or two of rose wine, I 
headed for bed. (Ady) 
 
 
 

 
Day Five – Wednesday 12th July 2006 
 
We had decided that today we would revisit Ile du Levant and while doing this we could find the ferry 
crossing for Porquerolles, another of the islands off Hyeres, which we had promised to take my Mum 
too. We set off early at 8.30 and I set Tomtom up to see how it would perform. We were heading for 
La Lavandou as this was where we had caught the ferry previously. This is past Cavalaire and we 
had always reached it by going first to Cavalaire along the coast road and then onto to La Lavandou, 
which took a good hour. However, Tomtom sent us out on the road to Toulon going a little beyond La 
Lavandou and then doubling back past Bormes les Mimosas. This worked a treat and took just over 
half an hour - another gold star for Tomtom. As luck would have it we got there just in time to catch 
the ferry to Port Cros and Ile du Levant and also reserve seats on the Porquerolles ferry in a weeks 
time which sails at 10am. 
 
As we landed I realised I had mislaid my sunglasses and concluded that I must have put them down 
when we were paying for our tickets. Hmmm very annoying and I couldn’t see a damned thing in the 
bright sunlight. So before heading for the beach we decided to explore and walked into the village of 



Heliopolis and along the way I bought some cheap sunglasses – smart though, with Elvis style sides 
and a nice light rose tint to the lens and frame; me to a tee – and also a baguette. We walked to the 
top of the hill passing the odd naked person along the path and into the village. The village was small 
with a few hotels and bars and I noticed a few topless ladies having a coffee in one of the bars. It is a 
naturist island so I shouldn’t have been surprised. The place has three zones; first along the coastal 
paths where naturism is compulsory, second an area where it is optional and finally in the village 
where it is not permitted. Clearly there were die hard naturists here keen to push the boundaries! The 
whole place has a very Bohemian feel to it. Anyway, with our clothes decidedly worn we pushed on 
feeling very English. 
 
At the top of the hill there is an old fort but this 
was private and we couldn’t access it. From 
there though there were some steps that went 
vertically down the hill all the way to the 
coastline and as we walked down these the 
views were fantastic. Halfway down we veered 
to the right and meandered through the trees 
heading to the coast further along. The walk 
took a lot longer than we had originally planned 
and bearing in mind we had a heavy bag of 
cold drinks and food and another of towels it 
got tiring towards the end. Just as I was getting 
to the end of my tether I got stung on my 
elbow! Not sure if it was a bee but it hurt like a 
bee sting. Luckily it was initially painful but 
eased off considerably after about 15 minutes. 
Just as well as the path was narrow and steep and it was actually quite dangerous doing the “I’m in 
pain hopping and jumping dance” along there for fifteen minutes. 
 
Finally, we could find nowhere better than where we had gone on our previous visit except that this 
time the very handy ladder into the sea was missing. Still nothing was going to stop us now and hot 
bothered, tired and stung, the full kit came off and we clambered down the rocks into the sea. It was 
bliss and instantly all the effort and hardship of our unnecessarily long walk melted away. Peanut – 
brave as ever and a non swimmer – floated around in water that was three times her height in depth, 
clutching on to her trusty sausage, as happy as Larry. Yes, yes I know this is a nudist beach but you 
know what I mean!  
 
We swam about for the best part of an hour, venturing out to some buoys about 50 yards from the 
rocky sea edge. Suddenly, something stung me, then again and again. Ouch this underwater bee 
hurt! Beastie was scared and running – the damned thing had struck not once but three times and 
painfully - on my knee, on the back of my thigh and high up on my inner thigh. Far, far too close to 
the medals and I put in an Olympian performance as I swam back to the rocks, terrified waiting for 
the poison to take effect and paralyse me! 
 
Well I made it, clambered up the rocks to a bunch of French nudists. Now it all got surreal as two 
naked ladies and a bloke were staring at my inner thigh looking at what was by now clearly a jelly fish 
sting. Someone suggested ice, but in the company I was in I needed all the help I could get and ice 
close to my medals would not have helped. For the sake of keeping the British end up, I braved the 
pain and passed on the ice.  
 
By now Peanut had returned and I felt a lot better -I felt cursed as it seemed everything wanted to 
sting me today – but I did feel better. I identified the bright side to the situation as I realised I could 
have been stung in far, far worse places than on my leg! The French people said that jellyfish were 
very rare in those waters, about one in every square mile of seawater. Next minute the bugger was 
there two feet off the edge – he’d obviously followed me to eat me after I became paralysed! Another 
French chap, naked except for a pair of flippers used his flipper to fish the jelly fish from the water. 



The Beastmaster Slayer was left to die a slow and 
painful death baking in the sun on the rocks and 
no mercy was shown as all the Naturists 
empathised with my pain and collectively thought 
it could have been them getting stung on their 
medals! 
The sun was so good and the place so lovely that 
even the Beastmaster Slayer couldn’t stop us all 
enjoying the day and later in an act of unity and 
defiance we all went back into the sea. Finally 
though the afternoon came to an end and soon 
enough we were back on the ferry to La 
Lavandou. As we went past the ticket office I 
asked if anyone had handed in some sunglasses 
on the off chance and voila! They had. I was 
delighted about this and so was Peanut as she 
promptly nicked my rose tinted Elvis sunglasses 
and claimed them for herself (the girl is acquiring 
taste methinks). 
 
We were home in the apartment just after 7 and ended the day with another of our simple barbecues 
on the terrasse. (Ady) 
 
Day Six - Thursday 13th July 2006 
  
We started our day with a croissant for breakfast as a treat – a fortnight of croissants and jam for 
breakfast take their toll on both our waistlines and Ady’s digestion! The forecast was for storms in the 
afternoon so we tried to get our jobs done in the morning. Our first stop was the chandlers at the end 
of the road to buy one more metre of chain to reach across the parking bay, as the one we bought 
yesterday in Geant was a touch too short for the job We took the short trip to Port Grimaud to have a 
look at the market, but saw nothing there to tempt us, except a pair of shoes for me that would have 
been perfect if they hadn’t made my left little toe look so odd, and a wall plaque in Roman style that 
we liked but couldn’t think of a place to put.  
 
We planned to spend the afternoon making our mosaic out of spare bathroom tiles that were left over 
and spent their days littering up the loggia, so we needed some tile fixative and Geant didn’t seem to 
have any, so we sought out more of a DIY type place around Cogolin and after some translation 
difficulties we found what we needed.  We drove to the town centre for a quick look at a few shops 
and it was a few because we had arrived at about 12.00 and they would all close at about 12.30.  We 
had just time to buy a small lamp, then we decided to have lunch in town.   
 
We spent the afternoon assembling our mosaic, the whole effort being made trickier by the fact that I 
had completely disrupted Beasties pattern by washing the tiles and standing them about to dry, and 
the tiles themselves having a tendency to wander after they were put up. We thought we had solved 
this by propping them up with a broom handle but sadly that wasn’t entirely straight either. 
Nevertheless we were very pleased with our effort and decided to paint the inside of the frame for 
which we would need some paint, but we could get that tomorrow. (Peanut) 
 
Day Seven – Friday 14th July 2006 
 
So today was Bastille Day, famous for the storming of the hated Bastille in Paris and only ending the 
release of a couple of old inmates, but more importantly the beginning of the end for the French 
Monarchy**. Also famous for no DIY shops being open even though they said they were, so our only 
choice for paint was Geant (arghhh!) on a Bank Holiday.  The colour we were looking for was a sort 



of terra cotta shade and we thought we had got something similar, but it was a quite vivid shade of 
red when applied. 
 
We decided to venture out to Cogolin Beach 
about 4ish, now that the worst of the heat was 
over and with the breeze it was very pleasant. 
We took the football and played games in the 
water, which is a lovely way to pass the time 
easy when the sea is so shallow and level. 
 
We treated ourselves to a meal in Baou Baou 
and had a litre of rose wine to wash it down. 
Beastie had a seafood platter which he enjoyed 
a lot but as we had no candle and we were 
eating outside, he wasn’t quite sure what it was 
he had! Our evening ended with a firework 
display which I tried to photograph 
unsuccessfully. (Peanut) 
  
Day Eight - Saturday 15th July 2006 
 
Today was a very busy day on the road and every turn seemed to present us with another queue of 
traffic, so it required all our local knowledge to avoid a 30 minute expedition from turning into a two 
hour ordeal. At this time of year Saturday is a big moving day for most of the people on holiday, 
something I will remember in future. One of our detours took us to a garden centre I had not seen 
before although our destination was Weldom again (our favourite DIY shop) this time for a new 
lampshade for the lamp we bought earlier in the week. We bought it with a small cream shade which 
had looked very stylish in the shop but looked ridiculous on our small table, so we were looking for a 
larger brighter blue one which we found there with no trouble. 

 
We had a quick look around what we had thought to 
be an antique market in Port Grimaud but which in 
fact turned out to be a Craft Market and whilst up 
that end we did our quiz in the camping site 
Reception. We found a very nice terra cotta pot to 
put in our mosaic frame and a false ivy from the pot 
shop on the bridge, but my nerve was faltering and 
the bright red colour was beginning to disturb me.  
After a few discussions we decided to repaint the 
inner and to make it easy, we would mix a colour of 
our own. After all we had white, red and green – we 
should be able to make something suitable.  Well 
mixing colours in never as easy as it sounds, but we 
did end up with an acceptable original colour! 

 
We felt we needed a dip in the pool to cool and refresh us but one of us had lost his trunks, and this 
was quite an issue as he had only one pair. I was sent to search in the car for them, which I did 
badly.  The only place we could think that they might be was on the ground at Cogolin plage from the 
day before, where he had changed just before getting into the car. Quite why we should have both 
forgotten them was a mystery but at least if they were not there we could buy some more from the 
Beach shop nearby. The journey was a great deal longer than it should have been because there 
was an accident on the roundabout and it had slowed traffic up. Of course the trunks were not in the 
car park and the man who had lost them then found them in the car. In my defence I did search the 
car thoroughly – I did not search in the beach chairs we carry inside the boot - and there they were 
sandy, damp and screwed up in a ball looking not dissimilar to the expression on Beastie’s face. 
 



We decided now to swim at Cogolin rather than return to the pool. However, as we had no toys to 
play with I was left with trying to swim for once and this time I actually managed a few strokes on my 
own (4 I think) and that was quite an achievement. Beastie was as pleased as Punch at my success 
and immediately demonstrated how it was no bad thing if one’s head went under water. 
Unfortunately, when he bobbed back up he had water in his right ear and complained that he couldn’t 
hear in it! Swimming came to an end as calling to a deaf Beastie in the water quickly became less 
than fun. So we took a short walk around Marines du Gassin which ended up with us looking in a 
boat shop and finding a ladder for 30 euros, in all ways similar to the one in the other shop down the 
road that cost 50 euros, and as we knew we needed one for the hire boat if we were ever to get out 
of the sea again, we bought it. 
 
Although we love our barbecues on the terrasse they do tend to be very similar in composition, so 
this time we bought some frozen potatoes, beef, bacon and onions to fry and we mixed these with 
some chopped tomatoes (this was a Beastie idea) with some pork kebabs and steak haches. All was 
going well until the gas ran out, a fact which the man refused to acknowledge for some time.  We 
saved the meal by using the frying pan on the hob and the Tefal Raclette which has been in the 
cupboard since we moved in, plugged  into the loggia socket. It is an excellent small griddle and is a 
great alternative for a small BBQ, and would also be good for cooking bacon! (Peanut) 
 
Day Nine - Sunday 16th July 2006 
 
Day Two of Beastie’s deafness. My Mum and Anthony were flying in to Nice today and joining us for 
the rest of our holiday and then staying on in the apartment for a further two weeks on their own. We 
opted to have a leisurely morning around the apartment before driving to Nice to collect Mum and 
Anthony.  
 
It wasn’t long before I found something to keep me out of mischief and I decided to make a start on 
fitting a new light in the loggia. The original one was fitted too close to the French doors and every 
time the doors were opened outwards they hit the light fitting. I removed the original light fitting, then I 
used some of the wire from a reading lamp we had just replaced and fitted it to the new light which I 
then fitted to the ceiling about two feet further into the loggia.  I now just need some connectors and 
some plastic conduit for the wire, but as it was Sunday Weldom was closed, so the light would have 
to be finished on Monday. It had been hot work though, so I went for a dip in the pool while Peanut 
carried on with her book. I hadn’t had much sense out of her that morning so I think she was at a 
good bit in her book. 
 
Mum and Anthony were due to land at 3.15 and we got to the airport just in time to have a cup of tea 
before they emerged through customs. It was good to see them and they were clearly pleased to see 
us. I know from when I fly into Nice and Peanut is there waiting for me, that it is great to have 
someone waiting for you at the airport. Five saw us in Grimaud checking them into le Suffren in the 
main square in Port Grimaud. This was part of a chain of hotels that prided itself on its silence and it 
had always impressed me on this. Mum and Anthony’s room faced onto the busiest square in Port 
Grimaud, yet inside her room you could not hear a thing from the square below through her double 
glazed windows. I remember Mum saying how last year she had the shock of her life when she got 
up one morning, opened her curtains and found the square covered in a busy and bustling market 
and they hadn’t heard a thing! 
 
We left them to unpack and arranged to meet them at seven thirty for dinner in Port Grimaud. We had 
a wander around the shops and restaurants and Peanut saw a nice wall mirror in a distressed 
wooden frame that had doors over the mirror. Looks like the other wall of the loggia is sorted then – 
but that can wait for another time. 
 
We got back to the apartment a little after ten and had a drink on our terrasse. By now word had got 
round in France that Mum and Anthony had arrived and next thing we saw was a fantastic firework 
display directly opposite us seeming to come from behind the apartments opposite but probably 
coming from St Tropez. They were very good though and a lovely way to end the day. (Ady) 



 
Day Ten - Monday 17th July 2006 
 
Day Three of Beastie’s deafness saw us collecting Mum and Anthony in the morning and heading to 
the plage de Pampelonne. We have discovered nicer beaches than those at Pampelonne but let’s 
face it how can any bloke turn his nose up at the beaches which first started topless bathing! The 
water was lovely and refreshing and the waves quite strong making swimming a lot of fun. 
 
For lunch we embarked on a long walk in the direction of la Bonne Terrasse and shared a baguette at 
the Tropicana restaurant. Late in the afternoon we left the beaches and set off on an unplanned 
grand tour. First we picked up petrol at the Shell garage near La Foux then we popped into the 
ridiculously packed Geant so I could get some plastic casing for the wire on the loggia light. Of 
course they didn’t have any so we headed out to Weldom where we got what we needed. Next we 
dropped Mum and Anthony off in Port Grimaud and invited them to ours for the evening for a 
barbecue. On our way from there we popped into the Renault garage which sells gas and tried to 
exchange our gas bottle. Unfortunately they had sold out, which the lady only discovered after she 
had gone through the rigmarole of charging us for the gas. No worries, we will go to the Total garage 
close to us and park in Port Cogolin close to the garage to avoid the traffic. Exactly the same thing 
happened, we got charged and then they find they had none! Well there was nothing else for it we 
had to go all the way back past Weldom to Cogolin where we finally got fixed up at the garage at 
L’Eclerc! 
 
We were hot and bothered by the time we got back to the apartment but I still finished off the light 
which only took about five minutes. Feeling very rushed I then went and collected Mum and Anthony. 
Well you’ve guessed it! They weren’t there. The day before, I made the mistake of saying to my Mum 
that we would have called for her in her hotel as we were actually eating in Port Grimaud itself. So 
next day instead of meeting us near the car park where we can collect them, she waits in her room! 
To this day I cannot comprehend that she could think I was going to park in the most murderously hot 
car park in the whole world, to walk 10 minutes to her hotel to collect them. Oh well, I think the 
French say c’est la vie. The English methinks say something completely different. 
 
Anyway, Mum and Anthony came to the apartment and duly admired our newly done tile wall feature. 
This was so the right thing to do! Indeed, this is so the right thing to do for any one who comes to our 
apartment for the first time. Think of continental football players who cross themselves before going 
onto the football pitch and do some similar ritual upon stepping into our loggia. An exclaimed 
pronouncement along the lines of, “Oh my God, that is absolutely wonderful!” will suffice. 
 
The evening went well and we had another tasty meal cooked on the terrasse and a couple of bottles 
of local wine, before bidding goodnight to Mum and Anthony. (Ady) 
 
Day Eleven - Tuesday 18th July 2006 
 
Day Four of Beastie’s deafness awoke to find Peanut feeling a little fragile after the wild debauchery 
of the previous evening’s barbecue. We had planned to meet Mum and Anthony and go to the beach 
at L’Escalet and being slow out of the blocks we hadn’t had any breakfast before picking them up. As 
soon as we got to the beach we set up camp and left Mum and Anthony on the beach to fight over 
who gets first read of the Daily Mail and we went back to the road by the beach and shared a ham 
baguette from one of the mobile canteens there. 
 
On the beach there was a lovely breeze but this also meant that the sea was quite choppy. Mum 
braved a swim out to a cave which we love at the far end of the beach but being quite choppy it really 
tired her. She held on to my shoulders for the swim back, but nonetheless it was pretty impressive 
swimming from Mum. Later on we returned to the mobile canteen and I was very naughty and had a 
double hotdog with tomato sauce and mustard and a large portion of chips smothered in mayonnaise. 
Totally delicious and totally not allowed! 
 



On our journey home we stopped at L’Eclerc as the more pleasant alternative to Geant and stocked 
up on a few provisions, including some wine and Pago to take home. We dropped Mum and Anthony 
off at Port Grimaud and arranged to collect them at 7.30 for a meal in Gassin. 
 
Gassin is a beautiful hill top village which overlooks the Gulf of St Tropez. We always like to treat 
ourselves to a meal on the terrasse there where most of the restaurants can be found, as it is lovely 
and cool, with great views and lovely food. When the Bonette or Bust MINI trip landed in the south of 
France, we took them there for a meal. Unfortunately, on that day the weather was awful and we had 
to eat inside. Spaci, a Mini driver from Switzerland had his car broken into up there, which shocked 
us as it all seems so idyllic, quiet and safe. 
 
I drove right to the top as close to the restaurants as I could get and dropped Mum and Anthony off 
and Peanut remained with them to ensure their safety and to prevent them from being abducted by 
aliens again. I had a long reverse then and ended it in style by reversing straight into the wall by the 
toposcope in Gassin. Hmmm, Spaci’s mini was broken into here and now I had badly scuffed my rear 
bumper, I began to wonder if there was a Curse of Gassin, which especially targeted minis! This 
coming September RVW (Ray and Gail) would be meeting us in the south of France for a few mini 
adventures and I planned to bring them to Gassin. It would be a lovely thing to do, but what if the 
Curse of Gassin was real? Even at the point when I was thoroughly annoyed with myself and anyone 
else I could try to blame for reversing into a wall - I even checked but the wall hadn’t moved, it must 
have used a cloaking device – I was contemplating the moral dilemma of whether to mention the 
possibility of The Curse of Gassin to RVW. 
 
 
The meal we had in Gassin was absolutely lovely – so it should be because when we take into 
account the cost of the repairs to CheckBeast’s bumper it will be the most expensive meal I’ve ever 
had!  Peanut and I had Terrine de Campagnarde as a starter and the Plat du Jour, which was a fish 
steak with creamed potatoes and ratatouille as the main, while Mum had the terrine and Pave de 
Boeuf and Anthony had Soupe de Poisson starter and a meat dish for his main but in truth I forget 
what it was. 
 
Perhaps one of the best testaments to how nice an evening in Gassin enjoying some fine food is is 
that in fact I didn’t stay annoyed about pranging the bumper for too long. The day had been a fine day 
of lovely swimming and wonderful food. (Ady) 
 
Day Twelve - Wednesday 19th July 2006 
 
Day Five of Beastie’s deafness was the day of the trip to Porquerolles. My Mum had seen an article 
in the Bible about the island and certainly the Daily Mail journalist had been very, very enthusiastic 
about the island. Ile de Porquerolles, like Ile du Levant is one of the Iles d’Hyeres and lies just south 
of Hyeres. It is a small island and is relatively unspoilt having very few vehicles on it and most people 
get about by walking or using a bicycle to venture further afield. The beaches have a reputation for 
being the finest France has to offer. 
 
We got to Le Lavandou just in time and got our tickets for the boat which got away about ten past ten. 
For me it was not the best crossing as we seemed to be really packed onto the boat. When we 
reached the port at Porquerolles it seemed quite large to me, about the size of St Tropez. Having 
stopped at Port Cros (the port for the middle island of the group), this was not what I expected. Port 
Cros is a beautiful little port so picturesque that we have made a mental note to visit there too. It took 
us a while to get our large ferry boat into the busy port, which contrasted markedly with the way we 
had sailed into Port Cros or the tiny port on Ile du Levant. My first impression then was to hold 
judgement. 
 
Finally docked we walked through the port and got a small map of the island at the tourist Office 
close by. We set off for the nearest beach Plage de la Courtade which was supposedly 500 yards 
away. In truth it was a little further than this, or perhaps it was just that the walk started with an ascent 



up a steep concrete road that lacked shade. Anyway, equipped as we were to lay siege on Jericho, 
the climb was quite hard going. At the top of this climb, the beach revealed itself as a stunning white 
crescent of soft sand edging a beautiful turquoise sea and bordered inland by trees and shade down 
almost to the waters edge. It did look gorgeous. The path from there evened out and went through 
the shady trees to the beach. The sand was indeed the softest we have found anywhere in France 
and we soon unpacked on the beach and headed for the sea. 
 

The water was crystal clear and as still as a mill pond. It was wonderfully warm and refreshing after 
our hard walk there and it was very shallow.  We went out a good fifty yards before we got out of our 
depth. The water was so tranquil that Peanut was encouraged to improve on the 4 strokes of 
swimming that she had achieved earlier on the holiday. Away she went, one two three… 39 stokes of 
completely unaided swimming! Porquerolles had entered the annals of Peanut Folklore and the 
beach was promptly renamed The Beach of the Thirty Nine Strokes. We were both delighted about 
this and no longer can Peanut say she cannot swim! We spent ages in the sea; it was just so warm, 
calm and soft underfoot. 
 
Eventually we dragged ourselves out and walked unfettered from our siege equipment back to the 
port where I had a steack hache and frites and Peanut had an omelette. We bought a panini back to 
the beach for Mum and Anthony. In the afternoon we swam again and went all the way to the end of 
the crescent of sand and then walked back along the water’s edge. A small flat bottomed boat was 
inching its way along the waters edge selling ice cream and cold drinks and when it got to us we all 
had an ice lolly. After that it weaved its way through the large array of small boats that were anchored 
just off shore and served them with drinks and refreshments. Peanut was very impressed with this. 
Realising that if she had a boat she could sail here, swim in these lovely waters from the boat and 
then have a tender come out and serve her ice cream, made her decide that she wants a boat. First 
though we must do the three day course to get the boat licence that is mandatory in France… 



 
Finally, we packed away our beach equipment and headed back to the port. The place had laid siege 
to our minds and quickly crushed any resistance or reservations that we felt – we had fallen in love 
with the island and knew we would be back. We wandered through the village and checked out the 
hotels as next time we come we think we will spend a night there so we can explore more of the 
island and its beaches. In the apartment we have a book of the top 10 of everything in Provence. 
Plage Notre Dame is listed as number one and that is the next beach along from where we spent our 
day… 
 
We dropped Mum and Anthony back at Port Grimaud a little after seven and went straight to do our 
daily quiz. After a long day we had decide we would all fend for ourselves and mum and Anthony 
picked something up from the takeaway next to the internet shop while we returned home and got a 
take away pizza from Vega’s. While eating it on our terrasse we heard live music wafting up and 
realised it was from Baou Baou’s. After the pizza we wandered down to Baou Baou’s and had a 
couple of Monacos each while listening to the very dramatic live singing of their crooner who made 
the passion and power of Charles Aznavor’s singing seem almost tame! Once again, a great end to 
another great day. (Ady) 
 
Day Thirteen - Thursday 20th July 2006 
 
Day Six of Beastie’s deafness saw us hiring our usual little boat for a morning of sailing and a little 
swimming. Of course this time we had a ladder so we felt more confident. We pottered about in Port 
Grimaud for a while then headed out across the bay. We were trying to find a pleasant spot to anchor 
and swim and thought we would explore the coast further round from St Tropez itself, but there 
seemed to be a lot of weed in that part – not suitable for anchoring or swimming. So we headed back 
towards the Port Grimaud beaches and ended up in our usual spot where there is sand. Flushed with 
my swimming success and safe in the knowledge that we had a ladder to get back in, I bravely took 
the plunge with my trusty tube, climbing down the ladder and then letting go. It seemed a bit scary but 
it was ok once I was in. 
I think we had overestimated the ladder’s help. Although we did get back in, it wasn’t as easy as we 
might have hoped. Certainly I was glad of all the help I could get both from above and below! 
We had galettes for lunch in Port Grimaud and afterwards went to the Pharmacy to see what we 
could buy for Beastie’s poorly ear which was by now beginning to get him down. We spent the 
afternoon relaxing on our terrasse reading and decided to go shopping in St Tropez the next day. We 
picked up a hot chicken and potatoes as we went back to pick up Mum and Anthony, and had those 

with salad and a raspberry and strawberry tart for our 
evening meal. (Peanut) 
 
 
 
Day Fourteen - Friday 20th July 2006 
 
Day Seven of Beastie’s deafness. He still wasn’t 
greatly improved by these drops, but we decided we 
must persevere. Our shopping trip turned out well for 
me a least – I bought a Jeans Paul Gaultier dress in 
the sale – very south of France and probably I will 
only wear it there. Our intention was to show Mum 
and Anthony around the fort on the hill just behind the 
town, but it was very hot and after walking round the 
shops, a rest and some lunch seemed more inviting 
than slogging up a quite steep hill. So we had 
lasagne and salad and a small carafe of rose in a 
very pleasant and shady restaurant. 
 



In the afternoon we headed our for Gigaro beach which was  as usual quite rough – it always seems 
to be varying degrees of windy there and the surf was very pleasant to stand in and play, but would 
be a little rough for swimming. But at least the wind kept us cool and we ended up staying there until 
nearly 5pm as the time passed so quickly. 
 
We thought for a change we would try Ste Maxime for our evening meal and were very surprised at 
how busy it was in the evening. There was no shortage of places to eat, the problem was where to go 
and what did we want to eat. We eventually settled for somewhere on the main stretch but away from 
the traffic, and with a guitar player to listen to. (Peanut) 
 
 
Day Fifteen – Saturday 21st July 2006 
 
Once again we have reached the end of our holiday and it always goes so quickly. We decided to 
have a swim before we went home and chose Cogolin Beach as it is closest and calmest for me to 
swim in as only being a novice I prefer gentle water. We did a little housekeeping to make it 
presentable for Adrian’s Mum and went out and bought a (French style) birthday cake for Anthony as 
it was his birthday today – it was a sponge type cake covered in various sorts of fresh fruits. We had 
arranged to take this to M. Vega to keep cool ready for our evening meal. When we arrived he had 
laid us a special table with flowers and candles for the event.  We had a fairly simple meal and when 
it was time I fetched the cake with its candles, and afterwards M. Vega gave us a complimentary shot 
of liqueur, which turned out to be a mistake for me as I ended up with a headache all the way home 
next day. We were in bed before 10 and up again at 1.30 for our usual 10 hour dash home – as ever, 
no delays just a long drive. This time we took food and drink with us to eat in the car which I think is 
better then stopping to eat en route, which takes up a lot of time and isn’t really necessary as we 
share the driving anyway.  
 
It seems strange to some people that we keep going back to the same place for our holiday, and they 
seem to think that it would be boring. It is something that worried me a little, but in fact every holiday 
is different and with a different emphasis, and it’s very reassuring to return to somewhere you know 
well and it becomes so much more than just a holiday, as it is our second home. (Peanut) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


